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What can I do for the 
circular economy?

Gerrard Fisher
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About the speaker

§Ten years in chemical manufacturing

§Ten years in sustainability at WRAP, including:

§ world’s first food-grade milk bottle plastic recycling

§ UK’s first recycling scheme for PVC flooring

§ proving the concept of material analysis at MRFs –
now it’s required by law

§ worked in Defra’s Sustainable Products and 
Consumers policy team (2009)

§ expert on electrical/electronic gadget sustainability 
and “e-waste”

§ expert on business models for the circular economy
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How can the circular economy work?

Renewable resources: 
stuff we can grow

Mineral resources: 
stuff we extract from the earth

Live within the limits 
of what we can grow

Maximise use and 
capture everything
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UK electrical and electronic products

§ In UK we spend £20 billion on 175 million items every year 

§ Less than 10% of electrical goods are re-used, 23% of 
disposed products are reusable

§ 55% are recycled but much value is lost

§ Over 35% is landfilled
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Example of lost mineral resource

Each year we use 3 tonnes 
of gold in the gadgets we 
buy in the UK. Some 
gadgets are reused but…

75% 
of gold is lost in 
conventional recycling 
processes when items 
are shredded to recover 
steel and copper.

So we throw 1 
tonne of gold into 
landfill each year 
in the UK

Source: http://www.wrap.org.uk/material-recovery
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Single biggest impact we can have

Renewable resources –
stuff we can grow

Mineral resources –
stuff we extract from the earth

Reduce our consumption of products
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Ways to reduce consumption

Design better products that last 
longer and can be repaired

Help customers to get the most 
out of the products they’ve 

bought

Reuse products and components 
as much as possible

Recover all non-renewable 
materials at the end of product 

life
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A note on sharing & swapping in the 
circular economy

25% of UK adults share assets, resources, time or skills online
70% say they would if it were easy or convenient

Unlocking the Sharing Economy, an Independent Review, BIS, 2014

Sharing’s good when 
assets sit idle for a long 

time and get thrown 
away when they’re not 

worn out.

Sharing’s less useful when it 
increases consumption of 

goods because they wear out 
quickly and the impact of 

sharing increases emissions 
(for example, transport)
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“Designing” better products 

Note: GHG = GreenHouse Gas

Significant savings available from 
slightly extending the durability of 

short-lived products
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“Designing” and buying better products 

http://eproducttechguide.wrap.org.uk
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If you have to buy… make it last

www.buymeonce.com

What ways do you have to make sure 
you’re buying something reliable?

Could clubbing together mean you & friends 
could share something that would last longer? www.patagonia.com
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Buy quality reused items

www.tier1online.com

Check what “A”, “B” and “C” 
grades mean. What’s good 
enough for your needs?

Find outlets that deal in high volumes 
and have a good refurbishment set-up

www.theioutlet.com
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Does ownership encourage consumption?

Copyright	- WRAP

Easier for retailers and manufacturers to do

More customer service focus, greater barrier to competitors
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Sources for repair support and help

§ Support your local repair engineers!
§ www.ifixit.com & other sources can help with guidance

§ maybe you could do it yourself
§ maybe it’ll convince you repair is possible

§ Repair café or ”Restart Party”
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Important factors for repair customers

Awareness
Access
Assurance

For 
example…

Source: http://www.lovefone.co.uk/collections/iphone-5s/products/iphone-5s-power-button-replacement
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Thank you for listening

info@bee.uk.net @business_evo

Please ask more, now or during the Human Library

Cambridge University experts from the 

Department for Manufacturing 

and 

Centre for Industrial Sustainability 

are also taking part in the Human Library 


